We propose a combinatorial framework for fixed point algorithms and constructive proofs of combi· natoriallemmas in topology. The framework consists of two sets of pseudomanifolds and an operator relating them.
Introduction
Since a new class of fixed point algorithms was proposed by van der Laan-Talman [13] , a framework unifying the existing algorithms has been studied by several researchers, Kojima-Yamamoto [11] , van der Laan-Talman [14] , Freund [3] , Yamamoto [20] . The framework is useful not only to of two subdivided manifolds. This framework is simple and useful for the interpretation and development of fixed point algorithms with vector labelling but it still depends on the facial structure of polytopes. It should be stated that they have generalized it in [10] to overcome this weakness. The framework in Freund [3] consists of a pseudomanifold and a label set. It is combinatorial and free from geometrical structure. Hence it is suitable to fixed point algorithms with integer labelling and to the proof of combinatorial lemmas in topology.
In this paper after reviewing several basic properties of orientation of pseudomanifolds we propose a combinatorial structure which consists of two sets of pseudomanifolds and an operator relating them. We will call it primal-dual pseudomanifold and abbreviate it by pdpm. We show in Sections 4 and 5 that the set of "joins" of the pseudomanifolds is also a pseudomanifold and under some conditions it is homogeneous and orientable.
In Section 6 some examples of pdpm are constructed from triangulations of a convex polytope and its polar. In Section 7 we generalize Sperner's lemma on a general convex polytope by using pdpm. It is shown that the generalization of Sperner's lemma on the cross product of simplices in van der Laan-Talman-Van der Heyden [15] and Freund [5] is readily obtained from the theorem. We also show the generalized Sperner's lemma by Fan [2] and Sperner's lemma as corollaries to the theorem. Finally we sketch another scheme to prove the theorem and corollaries by aggregating facets of the polytope.
Preliminaries
Let a be an abstract simplex of n vertices, i.e., 0= {vI' ••• ,v n }.
The simplex a is usually called an (n-I)-dimensional simplex, but here we will call it an n-cardinal simplex ( abbreviated by Un-simplex ) to avoid the confusion of the dimension and the number of vertices. Any subset of a is called a face of a and an Hen-I)-face is especially called a facet. A set K of #n-simplices is called an #n-pseudomanifold in-pm K is said to be finite if it consists of a finite number of simplices. It is said to be locally finite if for each vertex of K the number of simplices of K having v is finite.
Two simplices ° and II of K are said to be neighboring if they share a facet, or equivalently 1") ° t; {v, u} for some v E ° and u ri 0, where t; means symmetric difference. An in-pm K is said to be homogeneous if for any pair ° and II Eo K there is a sequence °0' °1 , ... 'at of simplices of K such that: ° = 0, °t = ll, °i_l and 0. v is a vertex of o} I ° EL}. Then L' is a pm. In the sequel we will make no distinction between Land L'.
Orientation 21
For an in-simplex ° {v 1 ' •.. ,v n } let Or(o,.) be a fUnction from the set of orderings of the n vertices of ° to the set {-1,+1} such that (3.1) for any permutation ' Tf of {l, .
•. ,n}, ",here sgn('Tf) is the sign of 'Tf. Let ° and II = ° t; {v k ' u} be neighboring simplices, where v k E 0, u ri 0. 
Pr~mal-Dual Pseudomanifolds
Let K and L are #p-and #d-pm's which share no vertices. Let P p be a finite partition of K into #p-pm's. Let P p-l be a finite partition of U{ 6X I X E P into #(p-l)-pm's such that 6X l n 6X 2 is p also partitined by P p-l for any Xl' X 2 E P In general let P k be a p finite partition of U{ oX I X E P k + 1 } into #k-pm's such that oX 1 n oX 2 is also partitioned by P k for any Xl' X 2 E P k + 1 . For consistency of notation we define Po = {0}. Let Dd' Dd_I"" , Dg be defined for L in the same way. Let P = Uk=o P k and D = Uk=O D k · When there are a subset A cPu D \ {0}, an operator denoted by * on A and a positive integer n satisfying the following conditions, (P,D,A,*,n is called an #n-primal-dual pseudomanifolds ( will be abbreviated by #n-pdpm ):
(4.1) If X E P k n A ( Y E Dk n A ) and o < k ::> n, then X* E D n-k ( y* E P n-k ). there is at most one member U E P n V E D such that X c oD
which coincides with X**· X* when X*';' 0. 
Now let
Then we have the following theorem.
Proof. Let T U Y be an arbitrary #(n-I)-simplex of X • X* for some X E P n A. Suppose TUycounE M. We can assume without loss of generality X E P k ' X* E D h , ITI = k -1 and Iyl = h, where h = n -k. We first consider the case where k > 1, which implies T ~ 0. When T i oX, T U y i o(X • X*) by (4.6) of Lemma 4.1. Then we have two #n-simplices of X· X* having T U Y by (4.5). We also see that no other #n-simplices of M have T U Y by (4.7). When T E oX, there is a unique a E X with Tea, and consequently T U yea U y EX· X* c M.
Since T E oX, there is a unique Y E P k -I such that T EYe oX by the construction of P k -I . If YEA there is Y* E Dh+I and X* c oY*. Therefore there is a unique n E y* with yen. Thus we obtain TUn E Y • y* c M having T U y. Finally suppose that T U yea USE M. Then either lal = ITI + 1 and Isl = IYI or lal = ITI and Isl = Iyl + 1 holds. In the first case S = y E X* and a USE X** • X* = X • X*. Therefore a U S must be a U y above. In the second case we have a U y = TUn Thus we have seen that T U Y is contained in at most two simplices of M when k > 1. Proof.
The asssertion is readily obtained from the proof of Theorem 4.3.
Orientability of M
In this section we will show that M is a homogeneous and orientable pm under following conditions. 
is a homogeneous #(n-1)-pm and
Generalization of Spemer's Lemma
Proof. We prove only the case where X~, f. {0}. Let 0 u nand 0' un' be arbitrary simplices of X· X*. Since X and X* are homogeneous from condition (5.1), we can find sequences of neighboring simp1ices 0 = 0 0 , 0 1 "", Ok 0' and n = nO' n 1 , ... , n h = n' such that 0i E X, nj E X*. Then the sequence 0 U n = 0 0 unO' 0 1 u no"'" ok u no = 0' uno' 0' u n 1 , ••• , 0' u n h = 0' u fI' is the desired sequence.
Lemma 5.2.
x X* is orientab1e.
Proof. Let 0 u n EX· X*,
}, where h n -k. We define the orientation Or(O un,.) by
•. ,u h )).
Note that Or(O un,.) is uniquely defined by the above formula. Suppose 0' u n' is a neighboring simplex of o u n. Then either 0' U n' = (ot-.{y.,v}) u n for some v. E 0, V ~ 0 or 0' u n'
= 0 u (n t-. {u., u} ) for some u. u n, u ~ n. Since X is orientab1e by 
We have the same result also for the second case. we obtain a sequence X = X O ' Xl"'" X t that X. 1 c 6X. or X. c 6X. 1 for i Next we consider the case where n = 0, 0' = 0, and hence 0 u n = 0 E X E P n A and 0' u n' n' EYE DnA. By condition (5.2) we obtain U E P n A and V E DnA such that U c 6X and V c 6Y. Note that there is a sequence of neighboring simplices between any simplices in U • u* and v*· V. Furthermore there are such sequences between 0 and any simplices in U· U* and between n' and any simplex of V*· V.
Thus there is a sequence of neighboring simplices.
Proof.
When X* = {0}, the lemma is an immediate consequence of (5.3).
Then we suppose X* ~ {0}. Let ,U ye 0 un E 6(X • X*) and I, U yl = n -2. Then by Lemma 4.1 either 0 E 6X and n E X* or 0 E X and n E 6X*. We suppose the first case without loss of generality. Let X E P k ' X* E Qh' where h = n -k. Furthermore by condition (5.4)
Li is a homogeneous pm for any i.
Thus we assume as the inductive hypothesis that
Ki is an orientable pm, oK. is a pm. Let K and L be #n-pm's with K n L = 0. Suppose oK and oL are pm's, oK n oL is an #(n-1)-pm and oK#(n-2) n oL#(n-2)
U OL#(n-2), we have two cases: case 1: T E oK#(n-2) and T i oL#(n-2); case 2: T E oK#(n-2) n oL#(n-2). Since oK is a pm, we find at most two ' 02' n i oK n oL. We assume without loss of generality that 01' 02 E oK \ oL, n E oL \ oK. Since oK is a pm and it has already two simplices 01 and 02 containing T, oK n oL has no simplex containing T. Hence T i (oK n oL)#(n-2) = oK#(n-2) n oL#(n-2). This is a contradiction. 
Polytopes and Polars
In this section we investigate pdpm's derived from convex polytopes and their polars. Proof.
From the definition of L. it is clear that L~(n-l)
c oK~(n-l) n o(X. 1 • Y. 1)#(n-l).l We will show the re~erse relation. I t
• Y )#(n-l) for some J.: Figure 2 shows R derived from triangle B and the face lattice of another triangle C, and also the pm M 4 .
Combinatorial Lemmas in Topology
In this section we will show some combinatorial lemmas in topology.
Here we require neither the boundary conditions on the labelling function nor the polytope to be a simlpex and give generalizations of Sperner's lemma. We will see that the theorem in this section implies the generalizations of Sperner's lemma on a simplex ( Fan [2] , Freund [4] ) and on the cross product of simplices ( van der Laan-Talman-Van der Heyden
[15], Freund [5] ). Now let C be an n-dimensional convex polytope with m facets To show the oddness we suppose that 0 of S has the desired property. First we consider the case where 1(0) has a label not in 1({v}), i.e., 1(0) r/:. I({v}). Let
Since H is a subset of I({v}), F = n{ F. liE H 1 is a face of C.
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Furthermore since v is a nondegenerate vertex of C, dim F n -#H, so that
and F* has #H vertices. Consequently
By the definition of Hand K, we have
Let G = n{ F. liE 1(0)}. Since H c 1(0), G is a face of F, which 1 implies that (7.4) F* is a face of G*.
Since G contains 0, dim G ~ n -#H -1 by (7.3). On the other hand, since 1(0) has a label not in H,
In fact, the contrary of (7.5) would imply that vertex v were degenerate.
Therefore we have dim G = n -#H -1 and (7.6) dim G* = #H. By (7.1), (7.4) and (7.6) we obtain that (7.7) F* is a facet of G*. By (7.2),(7.7) and that triangulation T introduces no new vertices, there exists a unique simplex n of f such taht n has F* as a facet and n c G*. Let w be the unique vertex of n \ F*. Then t(w) E 1(0). If t(w) E l({v}), it should be in H, which is contrary to (7.2) and that t(F*) = H. Therefore t(w) i l({v}), and hence we see that t(o u n) contains l({v}) properly.
Next, we consider the case where 1(0) c l({v}). By the similar argument to the above we see that G* is an #l(o)-simplex of T with labels 1(0). Therefore n = G* is the desired simplex.
The uniqueness of simplex n might be clear from the above argument, however, we show the uniqueness. Suppose that there are two distinct simplices nand n' of T whose label sets together with t(o) contain l({v}) properly. Since #0 u n = #0 u n' = n + 1, t(o u n) = l({v}) u {j} and t(o un') = l({v}) u {j'} for some labels j and j'. Therefore ten) n ten') c l({v}). Note that vertex v is a nondegenerate vertex. Then there is a simplicial face of CO such that whose vertices are ten) n ten') = ten n n'). This contradicts the fact that both nand n' are the simplices of G*.
We give an illustration of the theorem in Figure 3 , where polytope C is a pentagon with facets Since Ml is homogeneous and orientab1e, we have the latter half of the corollary by the usual path-following argument ( see Gou1d-To11e [8] and Eaves [1] ).
In the fo110wings we will give a sketch that the Theorem 7.1 is obtained by using the pm M 3 . Let B be an n-dimensiona1 convex po1ytope of Rn, S be a finite triangulation of B and v be a nongenerate vertex of B.
Then there are exactly n facets, say F1, ... ,F n , having vertex v. Let shown in Section 6, it is isomorphic to the face lattice of an n-dimensional simplex, which we will denote by C (see Figure 
Appendix
Here we will sketch the proof of the existence of the triangulation T' referred after Theorem 7.1. This proof is due to Freund [7] .
For simplicity we assume that the n-dimensional convex polytope C has the origin in its interior. Then C can be written as C X E Rn I Ax ~ e }, 41 for some m x n matrix A, and e, the vector of ones. We assume here that each inequality ofAx ~ e defines a facet of C. The polar CO of C can be written as Le., CO is the convex hull of the vectors of rows of A, because C is assumed to be bounded. We perturb C ':0 a simple poly to pe , which induces a perturbation of CO to a simplicial ?olytope and yields a simplicial 
